
Thursday,  November 17
7:00pm

Friday,  November 18  
7 :00pm

Saturday,  November 19  
7 :00pm

Sunday,  November 20
2:00pm

Purchase ticketS:

Il  Teatro 
The Siena school

1300 forest glen rd
silver spring,  MD 20901



Cast

Ensemble................................... Elliot Laczek, 
Darcy Hoffpauir, Solomon Roling, 

Mary Sofia Davis, Ash Symes 

Charlie Brown................................Tom Robey
Lucy Van Pelt.........................Dora Schulman
Snoopy..................................Kayla Schulman
Sally Brown.................................Saylor Silicki
Schroeder.............................Sofia Czajkowski
Linus Van Pelt....................................Roh Rieff



Co-Stage Managers.............................. Zayna Clarke, 
Jenna Smith-Euben 

production staff
& Stage crew
Director & Choreographer......Ms. Stephanie Wendell
Music Direction.......................................Mr. Jack Lewis
Assistant Director.......................................Will Bellotti
Lighting Design................................Mr. Ryan Salomon
Sound Design........................................Alden Darefsky
Marketing..........................................Ms. Kaitlin Sarago

Assistant Stage Manager......................Arynn Jackson
Backstage Crew......................................... Leo Adams, 

Grady Hennings, Arynn Jackson,
Ciaran O'Flaherty

Mr. Franson's Engineering Students..........Sylvia Fine,
Cory Lipin, Ciaran O'Flaherty, Shaan Rohatgi

Set design & Production
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Sound Crew....................Sylvia Fine, Sarah Nakamura
Lighting Crew.........................................Shaan Rohatgi

Mailbox and Lucy's Booth Borrowed from
The Academy of the Holy Cross



production staff
& Stage crew

Crew...................................Leah DeSelms, Sylvia Fine,
Grady Hennings, Roh Rieff,

Sophie Schoenfeld Kahn
Ms. Wendell's Performing Arts Class...................Sofia

Czajkowski, Elliot Laczek, Kayla Schulman,
Saylor Silicki, Ash Symes,

Mr. Kevin Driscoll, Ms. Sandy Schulman

Painting & props
Lead...............................................Jenna Smith-Euben

Costumes
Lead...........................................................Zayna Clarke
Crew...........Leah DeSelms, Sophie Schoenfeld Kahn,

Lexi Spellman
Designed and Made..........................Mrs. Amy Laczek,

Ms. Vickie Pierce, Ms. Sandy Schulman
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Crew.............Tara  Banerjee-McDonald, Erin Driscoll,
Will Bellotti

front of the house



The Book Report..................................Lucy, Schroeder,
Charlie Brown,

Linus with Sally and Snoopy

Opening/You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown.........Full
Company

musical numbers
act I

Schroeder.................................................................Lucy
Snoopy.................................................................Snoopy
My Blanket and Me.......................Linus, Full Company
The Kite....................................................Charlie Brown
The Doctor Is In.............................Charlie Brown, Lucy
Beethoven Day....................Schroeder, Full Company
Rabbit Chasing Pantomime...................Sally, Snoopy

act II
My New Philosophy.............................Sally, Schroeder
The Baseball Game......Charlie Brown, Full Company
Glee Club Rehearsal...............................Full Company
Little Known Facts.............Lucy, Charlie Brown, Linus
Suppertime.....Snoopy, Charlie Brown, Full Company
Happiness................................................Full Company
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about the cast
& crew

Tara Banerjee-McDonald '24 (Front of the House) feels very
excited because everyone has worked so hard during this
performance and feels proud of them. She was in the cast of The
Siena School's production of Anything Goes and has worked
backstage for many of Siena's productions. Tara would like to
thank Siena and Ms. Wendell for choosing this musical.
Happiness is Harry Styles.
Will Bellotti '24 (Assistant Director) is feeling good about
You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown. Will previously performed in
The Siena School's production of Almost, Maine. He would like to
thank his mom and dad for always being supportive.
Happiness is talking to my friends.
Zayna Clarke '23 (Co-Stage Manager, Costume Lead) feels very
proud to be a part of this production. She has previously been
stage manager for several productions at The Siena School.
Happiness is the answer to the question, "What do you want to
be when you grow up?
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Leo Adams '24 (Crew) feels excited about The Siena School's
production of You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown. Leo was
previously crew for Siena musicals The Addams Family and
Almost, Maine. He would like to thank his family.
Happiness is a snow day.

"



about the cast
& crew
Sofia Czajkowski '26 (Schroeder, Painting & Props Crew) is
extremely excited to be playing Schroeder in You're A Good Man,
Charlie Brown. She has made so many wonderful memories with her
castmates! Sofia has previously performed in The Siena School's
productions as ensemble of The Addams Family and Gabriella
Montez in High School Musical Jr. Sofia has attended Ms. Wendell's
drama classes since the 6th grade. Before Siena, she was involved
in a school production of Twelfth Night and a student-written play
called The Chaos King. Sofia would like to thank her family for being
forever supportive, Saylor for always being there to talk and
convince her to do the show, Roh for being an inspiration, Arynn for
making her laugh and changing awkward topics, Ms. Wendell for
being the best director Sofia could ask for, cast members, and
everyone who made this production come to life!
Happiness is hanging out with friends, creative writing, dancing,
and laughing at the stupidest jokes.
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Alden Darefsky '25 (Sound Design) is excited for the cast and crew
to put on a great performance. He has previous experience working
as an audio technician for The Siena School and Green Acres
Camp. Alden would like to thank Ms. Wendell for giving him this
great opportunity, his parents for making time for this performance
and rehearsals, and Sarah for helping out with the audio.
Happiness is tinkering with electronics.



about the cast
& crew
Mary Sofia Davis '24 (Ensemble) feels happy and excited about
You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown. She has previously performed in
multiple Greek inspired plays in school, Macbeth at Folger Theater,
and in The Siena School's production of Almost, Maine. Mary Sofia
would like to thank her parents, teachers, and friends for being so
great and supportive.
Happiness is talking to my parents and drawing anime characters.

Leah DeSelms '24 (Painting & Props Crew, Costume Lead) feels
good about this production. She has previously performed in two
plays and been in stage crew once. Leah has also taken music
lessons for several years. She would like to thank her friends who
pushed her into helping out with You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown.
Happiness is a sense of joy and contentment.
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Sylvia Fine '26 (Sound Crew, Set Design & Production, Painting &
Props Crew) feels grateful to be a part of this production. She
has previously performed at Har Shalom as the Pied Piper in
Shrek, an ensemble member in Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dream Coat, an ensemble member in The Music
Man, an ensemble member in The Secret Garden, and as July in
Annie. Sylvia would like to thank her family for getting her
interested in theater.
Happiness is remembering the name of the thing you couldn't
remember all day.



about the cast
& crew
Darcy Hoffpauir '25 (Ensemble) feels very excited to be a part of
this production. She has previously performed in The Siena
School's productions of Pippin and The Addams Family. Darcy
would like to thank her friends and family for their support. As
they say, がんばりましょ! (Let's do our best!).
Happiness is doodling anime characters.
Arynn Jackson '26 (Assistant Stage Manager, Crew) is thrilled to
be a part of this production. Her past experience has included
being a stage manager in productions at The Siena School. Arynn
would like to thank her parents for adjusting their schedules for
her, especially her dad, who has waited an absurd amount of time
for her in the parking lot.
Happiness is having all the songs in You're A Good Man, Charlie
Brown stuck in your head 24/7.
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Elliot Laczek '26 (Ensemble, Painting & Props Crew) is excited
to be in the ensemble of You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown
because it is a new experience. She had previously performed in
The Siena School's productions of Pippin, The Addams Family as
Pugsley, and High School Musical Jr. as Ms. Darbus. She would
like to thank Roh because she is always there for her.
Happiness is friends.



about the cast
& crew
Sarah Nakamura '29 (Sound Design) feels happy about this
production. Her previous experience includes doing Sound
Design for The Siena School and attending theater camp. Sarah
would like to thank Alden and Jenna for all their help.
Happiness is hope and a treasure.

Roh Rieff '26 (Linus Van Pelt, Painting & Props Crew) is excited
to perform in her first show as a high school student at The Siena
School. She has previously performed in Frozen, Annie, Mary
Poppins, Twelfth Night, A Midsummer Night's Dream, James and
The Giant Peach, and Fiddler on the Roof. Roh also performed as
Taylor McKessie in The Siena School's production of High School
Musical Jr. She would like to thank her sister, Violetta.
Happiness is playing guitar and drawing trees.
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Ciaran O'Flaherty '23 (Crew, Set Design & Production) feels
excited to be a part of You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown
because he loves Peanuts and grew up watching the Charlie
Brown specials.
Happiness is living in the moment.



about the cast
& crew
Tom Robey '24 (Charlie Brown) is super excited to perform in
You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown, and can't wait for you to see
the show! He has performed in many productions at The Siena
School, including The Fantastiks, Pippin, The Addams Family,
and Almost, Maine. He has also performed in multiple
Shakespeare productions. Tom feels grateful and happy to be
doing theater again at Siena. He would like to thank his family
and friends whom he could not live without.
Happiness is the people who care about me most.

Sol Roling '25 (Ensemble) likes this production because
everyone can relate to Charlie Brown. His previous experience
includes attending Imagination Stage and The Theatre Lab for
various workshops. Sol is thankful to Ms. Wendell for all of her
work. He'd like to give a special shout-out to his Grandpa of the
same name, who is attending a performance of You're A Good
Man, Charlie Brown.
Happiness is the smack of a baseball bat.
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about the cast
& crew
Sophie Schoenfeld Kahn '26 (Painting & Props Crew, Costumes
Lead) feels that being a part of this production is a chance to be
with friends and do things she enjoys. Her past experience
includes performing in Annie and The Siena School's production
of High School Musical Jr. She has also been stage crew for
several productions at Siena.
Happiness is doing the thing you love doing and what makes you
happy.

Dora Schulman '23 (Lucy Van Pelt) is thrilled to be able to sing
and dance on The Siena School's stage one last time before she
graduates. Her past theatre credits include Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dream Coat, Aida, Rent, Cabaret, and
Sweeney Todd with Young Artists of America. At Siena, she most
recently played Gayle, Sandrine, Marcie, and Ginnette in Almost,
Maine, and was the Assistant Director for Siena's production of
High School Musical Jr. Dora also played Alice Beineke in Siena's
production of The Addams Family her freshman year. She would
like to thank her friends, family, and teachers for their endless
support. She would also like to thank the cast of You're A Good
Man, Charlie Brown, who have become her family. She is
incredibly grateful for the friendships she has made with
everyone on this stage!
Happiness is getting to perform on stage with people you love.
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about the cast
& crew
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Kayla Schulman '25 (Snoopy, Painting & Props Crew) is
overjoyed to be a part of this year's production of You're A Good
Man, Charlie Brown. Kayla was most recently in The Siena
School's production of Almost, Maine as Shelly and Rhonda. She
has been breakdancing at The Lab D.C. for the past 9 years and
started teaching youth classes there! Kayla would like to thank
her breakdancing coach DQ for working with her on her breaking
in this show, and for always being there for her. She would also
like to thank her sister Dora for helping her with her songs at
home. Kayla would like to give a huge thank you to the cast of
You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown as well as Ms. Wendell and Mr.
Lewis for putting this show together. 
Happiness is sitting on the couch, drinking hot chocolate and
watching Christmas movies with my sister while circling stuff in
holiday magazines that we want for Chanukah.



about the cast
& crew
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Ash Symes '24 (Ensemble, Painting & Props Crew) is excited to
be a part of this production. They had previously performed in
The Siena School's productions of Almost, Maine and The
Addams Family. They love the positive energy that the cast and
crew have. They cannot wait for such an amazing show.
Happiness is drawing.

Saylor Silicki '26 (Sally Brown, Painting & Props Crew) is very
excited to be in You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown playing the
role of Sally Brown. She has previously performed in The Siena
School's production of High School Musical Jr. as Sharpay Evans.
Other theater performances include James and the Giant Peach
and Fiddler on the Roof. Her experience also includes attending
an improv class and performing a self-written musical at
sleepaway camp. Saylor would like to thank her mom and dad
and Ms. Wendell for all they do for her and all they continue to
do for her theater career. She would also like to thank Sofia and
Roh for always running lines with her, and singing in the
stairwell. 
Happiness is reality TV shows and baking.



Congratulations to the cast and crew of
Charlie Brown on a job well done. A special

shoutout to SENIORS & Stage Managers -
Zayna & Jenna! You have been at this a long

time and we are so proud of you!
 

With Love – The Clarke Family 
(Michael, Bev & Zamara)
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Congratulations to Dora Schulman, Kayla Schulman, 
Zayna Clarke, Jenna Smith-Euben, and the entire cast and

crew of You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown, for another
fantastic Siena production!

- Miriam Yourman and Family
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Alden,
 

We're so very proud of you.
 

Wishing you and the entire cast and crew of
You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown an

amazing show.
 

Love,
 

Mum and Dad
 

Break a leg, Sofia! 
We are so proud of you. 

Go Siena Wildcats!
Love, 

Mom and Dad
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Break a leg!
We love you,

Mom, Dad, Paige and the
rest of the critters

You're a Great Kid, Elliot Laczek!
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Congratulations as a senior in helping
make the show go on! We love you—

forever and always. 
Mom, Dad, Lauren, and Sid
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Way to go Roh! We love you and are so
proud of your effort and performance!

You’re a good man, Will Bellotti!
Congratulations on your

assistant directorial debut!
Kudos to Siena Theater for a

great production!
Christine & Stephen Bellotti
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KEEP SHINING SAYLOR
We Love You,

Mom, Dad, Milo & Snoop
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We create lasting, custom works of art for the private
homeowner, as well as durable, yet affordable
millwork for contractors, property management
companies, architects, interior designers, and the
general public.
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Congratulations to the cast
and crew of You're A Good
Man, Charlie Brown!

New Wave custom Cabinetry
is a family owned company
with more than 25 years of
experience building high
quality cabinets for both
business owners and
homeowners.

Contact Alan Jackson at (301) 589-4399 for
all of your custom cabinetry needs!

If you can imagine it, we can build it!

newwavecc.com



special thanks
Bekah Atkinson

Ari Burdusi
Jennifer Chambers

Jilly Darefsky
Nick Franson
Joe Fruscione

Ally Greenzaid
Simon Kanter
Vickie Pierce
Dale Placek

Robert Rinehardt III
Cecilia Wendell
Kristian Whipple


